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LES of the trailing-edge flow and noise of a
NACA0012 airfoil near stall
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M. Roger¶

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations and large-eddy simulations (LES)
of flow over a low-speed airfoil are performed at very high angle of attack in near-stall
or stall conditions. In the parallel experimental effort at Ecole Centrale de Lyon (ECL),
such flow conditions were obtained at 16◦ and 18◦ of angle of attack, respectively, on
the selected NACA0012 airfoil. In the ECL small anechoic wind tunnel, the wall pressure
noise sources have been measured simultaneously with the far field acoustic pressure. The
stall condition is found to have an extraneous sound source at low frequencies on top
of the trailing-edge noise. It is characterized by two specific tones at Strouhal number
of 0.31 and 0.56. Both noise sources are found to be of dipolar nature. In the RANS
k − ω SST simulations, the airfoil goes into stall at a much higher angle of attack of
25◦ . Yet, during convergence at 18◦ , the flow solution temporarily goes through a fully
separated flow on the suction side, hinting at the observed experimental stall hysteresis.
Even when this initial condition is selected, the corresponding LES returns to attached
flow, yielding unrealistic unsteady lift on the airfoil. For the stall noise acoustic radiation,
a simple model for a compact dipole is proposed based on the experimental evidences.
From the experimental data collected on the airfoil, an analytical model is given for the
spanwise coherence length.

1. Introduction
As in Christophe & Moreau (2008) and Winkler & Moreau (2008), the self-noise from
an airfoil in an open-jet anechoic wind tunnel is again considered. Yet, the present work
focuses on a very different flow regime, where the airfoil is near stall or stalled at very high
angle of attack. This in turn corresponds to a fan-operating condition near or on the stall
line, at very low flow rate. A NACA0012 airfoil is selected for this study to compare with
the experimental investigation and associated large eddy simulation (LES) by Suzuki et
al. (2006) and the direct numerical simulation (DNS) at low Reynolds number (< 10, 000)
by Hoarau et al. (2003, 2006). Two flow regimes are tested, one corresponding to a high
blade load and an attached mean flow over the airfoil, the other one corresponding to
a stalled flow with mean recirculation. Both regimes are obtained on the NACA0012 at
16◦ and 18◦ of angle of attack, respectively, in the small anechoic wind tunnel at Ecole
Centrale de Lyon (ECL). The next section will focus on this new set of experimental
data collected during the Summer Program. The numerical setup and the flow solver
are summarized in Sec. 3. Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and LES results
are then compared to the new set of experimental data. Finally, recommendations and
preliminary steps toward a possible analytical modeling of the radiated field are provided
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Figure 1. ECL experiment. Left: Setup. Right: RMP locations on the NACA0012 airfoil.

in Sec. 4. The background is the acoustic analogy and a simple formulation for compact
dipoles at low frequencies as described by Goldstein (1976).

2. Experimental investigation
2.1. Experimental setup
The experimental data was collected in the small anechoic wind tunnel of the Ecole
Centrale de Lyon. The NACA0012 airfoil model has a chord length c of 10 cm and a
spanwise extent L of 30 cm limited by the setup side-plates. The width of the rectangular
jet is 13 cm only (1.3 c) as shown in Fig. 1 (left). This feature is responsible for a strong
deviation of the nozzle jet when the tested airfoil is set to a significant angle of attack. At
moderate angles, this effect reduces the effective lift. At very high angles, the jet can split
into two parts which do not merge downstream, leading to unrealistic behaviors of the
wind tunnel. This is not encountered in the present study, and it has been checked that
for angles increasing to more than 20◦ , the fluid streams on both sides of the recirculation
bubble of the stalled airfoil merge normally to form a single flow. The tests were run at
different speeds U0 from 20 to 33 m/s, which corresponds to Reynolds numbers based on
the airfoil chord length Rec of approximately 1.5×105. The geometrical angle of attack
with respect to the chord line αw was continuously varied from 16◦ to 20◦ , first by
increasing the incidence from 16◦ and then by decreasing from 20◦ . Most of the detailed
measurements presented below will be at the lowest speeds of 20 and 24 m/s.
The NACA0012 mock-up is equipped at midspan with 10 flush-mounted remote Electret microphone probes (RMP) (Pérennès & Roger 1998), as shown in Fig. 1 (right).
The effective number of measuring points then becomes 19 when the airfoil is set at
opposite angles of attack to investigate the pressure and suction sides separately. As for
the CD airfoil previously studied by Moreau & Roger (2005), these RMPs measure both
the mean and fluctuating pressure within a frequency range of 20 Hz–25 kHz. Four additional RMPs in the spanwise direction near the trailing edge allow measuring spanwise
coherence lengths. The far-field noise is measured simultaneously using a single B&K
1.27 cm (1/2’) Type-4181 microphone in the midspan plane at a distance R = 1.75 m
from the airfoil trailing edge, taken as the origin of coordinates.
2.2. Pressure spectra
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of both the acoustic pressure in the far field at
θ = 90◦ with respect to the chord line and the wall pressure at the locations of sensors
distributed from the mid-chord to the trailing edge are shown in Fig. 2 for the highly
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Figure 2. Wall-pressure spectra and far-field acoustic pressure spectrum (background-noise corrected) for the NACA0012 . αw = 16◦ (left) and αw = 18◦ (right).
Wall-pressure probes distributed from mid-chord to the trailing edge. U0 = 24 m/s.

loaded attached flow at αw = 16◦ and the stalled flow at αw = 18◦ . The absolute levels
of the wall-pressure spectra are still preliminary as the in-situ probe calibration is not
available yet. This may account for some differences in levels seen between the sensors,
but previous experience with similar probes on the Valeo CD airfoil shows that this only
accounts for at most 3–5 dB without affecting the PSD shape significantly.
The similarity of the spectral shapes obtained by the wall-pressure sensors and the
far-field microphone (evidenced by the extra dashed curve that represents the far-field
sound shifted by 16 dB) suggests, as for the trailing edge noise, that there should be a
simple transfer function between the wall-pressure noise sources and the far-field sound.
When comparing the two flow conditions, the spectra are quite similar at mid and high
frequencies (> 800 Hz), with a shape and spectral content that corresponds to the previous studies by Christophe & Moreau (2008) and Winkler & Moreau (2008). This common
feature should be then traced to the trailing edge contribution of less loaded airfoils. Yet,
at αw = 18◦ , below a frequency of 800 Hz, a strong extraneous source noise appears characterized by two distinct narrow-band humps centered around f1 = 80 and f2 = 136 Hz
for this speed (these tones are clearly not harmonics).
2.3. Phase diagrams of the wall-pressure field
The phase of the cross-spectrum between streamwise separated sensors provides information on the convection speed of the wall-pressure fluctuations. Especially the direction
of the phase speed with respect to the direction of the incident flow shows whether the
airfoil is stalled or not. Let two pressure probes be aligned along the chord line and be
η1 -apart from each other for an incident flow speed U0 . The angle variation measured on
the phase diagram ∆φ is related to the separation and the frequency range over which it
occurs ∆f by the relation ∆φ = η1 (2 π) ∆f /Uc , where Uc is the local, averaged convection speed. Introducing the Strouhal number based on the chord length, St = (f c)/U0 ,
leads to
η1 ∆St
Uc
= 2π
U0
c ∆φ
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Figure 3. Phase diagrams at αw = 16◦ for couples of streamwise separated
wall-pressure probes, relatively close (left) or well apart (right) from each other.
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Figure 4. Phase diagrams at αw = 18◦ for couples of streamwise separated
wall-pressure probes, relatively close (left) or well apart (right) from each other.

where ∆St is the corresponding variation range. The results are reported in Figs. 3 and 4
by further multiplying the Strouhal number by the probe separation in mm, in order
to emphasize the mean convection speed that would be expected uniform in streamwise
homogeneous conditions. In both figures, the left-hand side (l.h.s.) plots refer to moderate
separations smaller or equal to 20 mm and the right-hand side (r.h.s) plots to larger
separations, up to 52 mm. At αw = 16◦ , the plots of Fig. 3 yield Uc /U0 ≃ 1.2 over an
extended frequency range, therefore the surprising result that the statistical convection
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Figure 5. Model coherence functions for the two contributing broadband (left) and
narrow-band (right) trends of the stalled NACA0012 at αw = 18◦ .

speed is higher than the incident flow speed. A more expected ratio Uc /U0 ≃ 0.6 is
recovered at low frequencies, emphasized by the larger slope below the first jump in the
phase diagrams. The diagrams are less clear in the stall regime reported in Fig. 4, for
which the abcissa has been zoomed between 0 and 100. The very low frequency range
still exhibits evidence of a convection speed in the direction of the incident flow, with
values varying from Uc /U0 ≃ 0.6 to Uc /U0 ≃ 1.6, whereas the results in the trailing-edge
area (St η1 between 30 and 100) suggest a reversed flow.
2.4. Wall-pressure statistics
In view of the results, two contributing mechanisms are involved in both the acoustic
signature and the wall-pressure field at very high load. The most prominent feature is
a low-frequency, highly coherent pressure fluctuation which exhibits two distinct narrow
peaks for the stalled airfoil. Apart from this, a broadband part is also observed which
behaves more in accordance with what is found for turbulent attached flows. For this
reason, the 3-D coherence plots of Fig. 5 have been interpolated in two different ways
by considering the narrow-band and broadband contributions separately, even though
such an interpretation remains questionable and empirical. It is justified by the need
to eventually resort to separate analytical prediction models. For the broadband part
of the stall-noise signature, the data are best interpolated by a function of the form
2
2 2
e−bs (η St ) − b η weighted by a factor 1 − e−ξ St to account for the physical drop of the
coherence to zero for vanishing frequencies. As shown√in Fig. 5 (left), a reasonable fit is
achieved with the values b = 0.07, bs = 0.03 and ξ = 2000, for a spanwise separation η
in mm.
In the same way the coherence function for the narrow-band peaks at low frequencies
can be modeled as
h
i
2
2
2
2
2 2
e−a1 (St −St1 ) + e−a2 (St −St2 ) e−α η −β η
plotted in Fig. 5 (right) for the values a21 = 0.004, a22 = 0.001, α2 = 0.004 and β = 0.005.
Both interpolation formulae have been chosen for their physical consistency and for the
possible analytical integration, more convenient when assessing the spanwise correlation
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Figure 6. Left: Grid topology of ECL small wind tunnel setup for initial RANS computation.
Right: LES restricted domain including the nozzle and the shear layers (αw = 18◦ ).

length. The same interpolation procedure for the case of the attached flow at αw = 16◦
is applied. The dominant and very coherent low-frequency range and the high-frequency
bump have been considered separately. The corresponding formulae for the coherence
functions are
i
h
γ 2 = 1 − e−ξ

2

St2

2

e−β η St e−α

St2

for the low frequencies and
γ 2 = e−b η

i
2
A h
1 − e−(St /B)
St

for the hump, with the best fitting coefficients
α = 0.9, β = 0.025, b = 0.36, B =
√
S0 /1.1209, S0 = 100.44 , A = 1.55B and ξ = 300.

3. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes and large-eddy simulations
3.1. Grid topologies
The procedure described by Christophe & Moreau (2008) is again applied. A 2-D ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation of the complete open-jet wind tunnel configuration is achieved on the unstructured grid shown in Fig. 6 (left) to possibly provide
more realistic boundary conditions to a limited domain embedded in the jet potential
core on which the LES is performed. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the jet width is as narrow in the ECL small anechoic wind tunnel as in the setup at the University of Siegen
described by Winkler & Moreau (2008). Yet the high angle of attack of the present configuration compared to the 0◦ setup chosen by Winkler & Moreau (2008) triggers a much
stronger interaction between the jet and the airfoil suction side near the leading edge as
shown in the velocity contours in Sec. 4. It then becomes impossible to define a limited
domain in the potential core around the NACA0012 airfoil. The restricted domain is
therefore extended to the nozzle and includes the shear layers coming from the nozzle
lips. The domain around the NACA0012 airfoil now extends up to 12 c in the streamwise
(x) direction and 7.5 c in the crosswise (y) direction. The same width as in the other
airfoil cases (0.1 c) is also used in the spanwise (z) direction. Further node savings are
achieved by specifically clustering nodes on the nozzle walls and in the separated shear
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layers. For instance, the node distribution at the walls yields non-dimensional wall distances y + < 2 everywhere. Around the NACA0012 profile the same grid resolution as
in the other airfoil cases is kept: a C-like mesh topology with 580 × 50 × 32 nodes. A
multi-block-structured grid topology following the strong jet deflection is also chosen to
limit the numerical dissipation as shown in Fig. 6 (right). The resulting grid size is about
6.3 million grid nodes.
3.2. Numerical parameters and boundary conditions
The LES is again based on the spatially filtered, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
with the dynamic subgrid scale model (Germano et al. 1991; Lilly 1992). As in Christophe
& Moreau (2008) both CDP and Fluent 6.3 are used with the same spatial and time
discretization yielding overall second-order accuracy. Initial conditions are again provided
by k − ω SST RANS computations, which are checked to match the airfoil load of the
full domain simulation. The LES use a no-slip boundary condition on the solid walls
(airfoil and nozzle interior), a convective outflow boundary condition at the exit plane,
and uniform inlet velocity meant to reproduce the 20 m/s at the nozzle exit after the
contraction. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the spanwise direction. The
non-dimensional time step is 2.5 × 10−4 to keep a CFL < 0.6. The present simulations
have run for 18.5 flow-through times for the Fluent run and 14 flow-through times for
the CDP run.

4. Aerodynamic results
The mean flow-field has been analyzed for all RANS and LES runs. Figure 7 shows
specific velocity (top) and static pressure (bottom) contours which stress the main features of each simulation at the critical incidence of 18◦ . Figure 7 (top left) corresponds
to the RANS simulation. The velocity contours first show that the shear layer coming
from the nozzle lip on the suction side of the airfoil is first deflected upward by the airfoil
nose and then downward by its circulation. Similarly all velocity and pressure contours
are strongly compressed on the airfoil suction side. Therefore there is a strong interaction between the airfoil and the shear layer which justifies the above grid strategy for
the LES. On the airfoil, the flow is still attached and there is no sign of instability and
flow separation. The flow topology is also very similar to that at the lower incidence of
16◦ . Several more RANS simulations have been run at higher angles of attack and the
airfoil only starts stalling around 25◦ , a much higher incidence than in the experiment. It
should be emphasized that some hysteresis phenomenon is observed at the onset of the
airfoil stall depending on the initial condition, if it is a fully stalled configuration (higher
angle of attack) or a fully attached condition (lower angle of attack). Such a hysteresis
around stall has also been reproduced in the ECL experiment between 18◦ and 20◦ . The
lack of instability in the RANS simulation might be traced to a too-large production
of turbulent kinetic energy at the airfoil stagnation point. As suggested by McCroskey
(1982), the flow separation at the leading edge is most likely a laminar process due to a
too-strong flow acceleration around the nose of the airfoil at high incidence. An unsteady
laminar flow simulation was then achieved. On the suction side, a flow separation at the
leading edge can indeed be seen in the mean velocity contours in Fig. 7 (top right). The
flow then reattaches and separates again at the trailing edge with the adverse pressure
gradient. Some vortex shedding is also observed in the instantaneous velocity contours.
Figure 7 (bottom left) then shows a zoom of the instantaneous static pressure contours at
the leading edge for the Fluent LES. Compared to the RANS simulation, there is indeed
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Figure 7. αw = 18◦ . Top: Mean velocity contours (left) k − ω SST RANS, (right) unsteady
laminar. Bottom: Instantaneous pressure contours (left) Fluent LES, (right) CDP LES.

an onset of flow instability, but far too weak to trigger a local flow separation. More
through-flows have been computed to check if this shear-layer instability would develop
but it keeps decaying rapidly along the airfoil suction side. Figure 7 (bottom right) is
a similar plot for the CDP LES. This time the shear-layer instability develops right at
the airfoil nose, which in turn becomes a von Kármán instability with larger alternating
vortices. This is quite similar to what was found by Hoarau et al. (2006) in their DNS at
a much lower Rec (< 10, 000). The airfoil is now fully stalled as in the experiment.
The mean static pressure on the surface, characterized by the pressure coefficient −Cp
provides a more quantitative assessment of the accuracy of the various simulations. Figure 8 (left) compares the results of all RANS and the unsteady laminar simulations with
the RMP measurements at ECL. The two RANS simulations at 16◦ and 18◦ clearly show
an attached flow with very close loading. Only at 25◦ , the flat pressure distribution on
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the suction side is a sign of the airfoil stall. The pressure levels are however slightly higher
than the experimental one. The suction-side pressure coefficient of the unsteady laminar
simulation shows peaks near the leading edge as found by McCroskey (1982), and has
two zones of almost constant pressure corresponding to the above two flow separations,
with an intermediate pressure recovery for 0.2 < x/c < 0.4 from the leading edge. Yet
none of the pressure plateau match the experimental one. Figure 8 (right) gives some
indication on the convergence process for the RANS simulation. It initially converges to
a pressure distribution corresponding to a large flow separation covering the whole airfoil
suction side with pressure levels close to the experimental ones in the rear part of the
airfoil. Then before reaching convergence, it suddenly jumps to a fully attached solution
with a pressure distribution very close to the experimental 16◦ case. This may stress the
high sensitivity of the simulation to small disturbances and initial conditions (the above
hysteresis phenomenon). The initial steady state which comes close to the experimental
load was selected to initialize the Fluent LES. Figure 9 (left) compares the resulting
LES mean pressure coefficient with the RANS and experimental data. No significant
flow separation is found and only some small oscillations are observed at x/c = 0.03 and
x/c = 0.1, consistently with the small shear-layer instability in Fig. 7. This is also the only
difference with the RANS pressure distribution. CDP LES instantaneous wall-pressure
distributions clearly show a stalled condition with variations that can be traced to the
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U0 (m/s)
20
24
28
33

Rec
1.33
1.60
1.87
2.20

105
105
105
105

λsl (mm) fsl (Hz) fV K (Hz) f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz)
0.295
0.272
0.254
0.236

68
88
110
140

116
139
163
192

68
82
95
112

116
139
162
191

Table 1. Comparison of predicted shear-layer and von Kármán instability frequencies with
experimental tonal frequencies

above instabilities of the separated shear layer at the leading edge. When estimating the
frequencies of these instabilities from the current solution yields Strouhal numbers close
to the experimental ones, St1 = 0.34 and St2 = 0.58, shown in Fig. 9 (right). Surface
pressure distributions and the larger Strouhal number are very close to what was recently
obtained by Suzuki et al. (2006) in their open-jet anechoic wind tunnel (Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, in this reference). When comparing with the DNS results by Hoarau et al.
(2006) and the resulting fits of the instability frequencies with Rec , λsl ≈ Rec−0.44 and
fsl /fV K ≈ Re0.43
, a pretty good agreement is found, as shown in Table 1. The slightly
c
larger Strouhal number of 0.63 obtained by Suzuki et al. (2006) might be due to the
different jet width in their experiment.
Future analysis will include collecting wall pressure fluctuations and wake velocity
fluctuations from both LES and comparing with the ECL measurements.

5. Toward acoustic predictions
In both cases at αw = 16◦ and 18◦ , the equivalent acoustic sources can be assumed
to be located at the trailing edge, whatever the frequency might be. This was proved by
inspecting the wall-pressure amplitude at streamwise distributed sensors on the pressure
side, where the boundary layer is stable and laminar, and where the sensors are measuring
the acoustic near field of the sources. The amplitude, not shown here, is found to decrease
at the expected rate for spanwise distributed sources at the trailing edge. Moreover for
both flow conditions, the far-field acoustic spectra Spp are shown to scale with the incident
flow velocity to the power 5 or 6. Figure 9 (right) shows a nice collapse of the spectra
for U05 over the whole frequency range at αw = 18◦ , stressing the dipolar nature of
the stall noise. For St > 1, this collapse is even better emphasizing the non-compact
nature of the airfoil at high frequencies. Both evidences seem to suggest that the same
fundamental physical process as described by Christophe & Moreau (2008) for trailingedge noise is at work: vortical disturbances are scattered as sound as convected past a
trailing edge and behave as dipolar noise sources. Usual formulae for trailing-edge noise
given by Christophe & Moreau (2008) might then apply, at least when the mean flow
remains in the incident streamwise direction, as in the attached case at αw = 16◦ .
Yet, statistical analytical models previously published in the literature on trailingedge noise are based on the assumption of random processes which are correlated over a
relatively small distance in the spanwise direction and remain close to homogeneity just
upstream of the trailing edge. The streamwise homogeneity needs to be satisfied over an
extent larger than the equivalent boundary layer. Both assumptions become questionable
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for highly loaded airfoils, because the boundary layer growth may be rapid on a relatively
short streamwise distance, or because low-frequency, highly coherent oscillations take
place. As suggested by the experimental results, low frequency motions also correspond to
very large coherent scales. Therefore two guidelines have to be retained for the definition
of ad hoc models: the usual statistical approach is expected to hold at sufficiently large
frequencies, e.g., for the broadband contribution of the stalled regime and the hump of
the 16◦ case, and an alternative approach is needed for the highly coherent motions,
e.g., the two peaks of the stalled regime and the low-frequency part of the 16◦ case.
When the statistical models hold, the far-field sound PSD is essentially proportional
to some airfoil load spectrum multiplied by the spanwise extent L and the correlation
length ℓy . At high frequencies when the source is non-compact (St > 1), Amiet’s theory
extended by Roger & Moreau (2005) can be applied, for instance. When the source
becomes compact (St < 1), as suggested by Roger (2008), the peak intensity of the stall
noise then reads:
√
2
p2
2π (CL St ) ρ0 U06 L ℓy
=
sin2 θ
(5.1)
I =
ρ 0 c0
32 c30 R2
ρ0 and c0 being the air density and speed of sound, (R,θ) the observer distance and
angular position with respect to the airfoil chord length. CL is the airfoil unsteady lift
and will be provided by the LES when statistics are converged.
For the highly coherent mechanisms, the wall-pressure fluctuations are almost in phase
all along the span, and the associated far-field noise is expected to be rather proportional
to the wall-pressure spectrum multiplied by the squared span L2 . Within the scope of
this asymptotic trend the airfoil as a whole acts as an equivalent compact dipole, from
the point of view of an observer in the midspan plane. Following the formulation of the
Aeolian noise of a short cylinder derived by Goldstein (1976), the peak intensity of the
stall noise then reads:
2

I =

p2
(CL St ) ρ0 U06 L2
=
sin2 θ.
ρ 0 c0
32 c30 R2

(5.2)

This makes the correlation length ℓy the most important parameter to determine prior
to any proper far-field noise formulation. By integrating the analytical coherence functions derived in Sec. 2, the following expressions for ℓy hold


i1/2 r π e(b/St )2 /(2bs ) 
h
b
−ξ 2 St2
1−Φ √
ℓy (St ) = 1 − e
2 bs
St
2bs St
where Φ is the function
2
Φ(x) = √
π

Z

x

2

e−t dt.

0

The asymptotic expression of the result convenient for the lowest frequencies is simply
i1/2
1 h
−ξ 2 St2
.
1
−
e
ℓBF
(S
)
=
t
y
b
For the peak contribution to the stall noise, the length scale follows as



i1/2 pπ/2 2
h
β
β /(8 α2 )
−a21 (St −St1 )2
−a22 (St −St2 )2
√
1−Φ
e
.
ℓy (St ) = e
+e
α
2 2α
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The correlation length of the peaks typically exceeds the span of the airfoil. Similar
derivations yield the expressions for the attached-flow case, at the 16◦ angle of attack.
The high-frequency bump has a correlation length
i
2 1/2
1 h
ℓy (St ) =
1 − e−(St /B)
b
and for the low-frequency range the expression is
i −α2 St2 /2
h
−ξ 2 St2 e
ℓy (St ) = 2 1 − e
β St
2

2

which tends to the limit 2 e−α St /2 ξ/β at vanishing frequencies. The large spanwise correlation lengths found for the low-frequency parts indicate that the sources are essentially
in phase all along the span and that the model given by Eq. 5.2 should be used. A future
work will provide a continuous expression for the spanwise correlation length ℓy that will
fit Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 in the two extreme regimes and possibly bridge the two analytical
acoustic models.

6. Conclusions
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations and large-eddy simulations (LES)
of flow over a low-speed airfoil are performed at very high angle of attack in near-stall
or stall conditions. In the parallel experimental effort at Ecole Centrale de Lyon (ECL),
such flow conditions were obtained at 16◦ and 18◦ of angle of attack, respectively, on the
selected NACA0012 airfoil.
In the ECL small anechoic wind tunnel, the wall-pressure noise sources have been
measured simultaneously with the far-field acoustic pressure. The stall condition is found
to have an extraneous sound source at low frequencies. It is characterized by two specific
tones whose frequencies could correspond to the shear-layer instability followed by a von
Kármán vortex shedding, observed by Hoarau et al. (2003, 2006) in their DNS at low
Reynolds number (< 10, 000).
In the RANS k − ω SST simulations, the airfoil goes into stall at a much higher angle
of attack of 25◦ , even though, during convergence at 18◦ , the flow solution goes through
a fully separated flow on the suction side. This may indicate the hysteris phenomenon
found experimentally around stall. However, even when this initial condition is selected,
the corresponding Fluent LES returns to attached flow. The CDP LES provides a more
realistic behavior and qualitatively shows both the shear-layer and the von Kármán instabilities and fully stalled airfoil. However, these runs are still preliminary and require much
more through-flows to achieve well-converged statistics and provide some comparisons
with the ECL RMP measurements. From the experimental data collected on the airfoil, an analytical model is proposed for the trailing-edge spanwise coherence length. The
present preliminary results are quite surprising and raise the question of the nature of the
remote-microphone probes signals. The wall-pressure field in separated flows is possibly
contaminated by acoustic waves propagating in the separation bubble where the aerodynamic field is weaker than in fully attached turbulent regimes. This point is a matter for
further investigation. If the aerodynamic nature of the wall-pressure field is confirmed,
the aforementioned formulae can be used together with the pressure spectrum measured
on the airfoil surface in prediction models similar to the usual trailing-edge noise models.
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